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I. Answer the following sentences in two or three sentences each: (2 marks each) 

1. Who is the tall, dark man who helped Holmes? 

2. When did the fumigation happen according to the Manager? 

3. What does the bride want in “The Sleeping Fool?” 

4. Why does the body feel empty?’ 

5. Who is Minnie Foster? 

6. What is the plight of Kolhati women? 

7. Why did the boy feel like a stranger in school? 

8. According to Agatha Christie, what is the most usual kind of murder? 

9. We do not admire what we cannot understand. What does the poet mean? 

10. What will happen to the merry folks? 

11. How did Paul seek luck? 

12. Describe the features of the fox as mentioned by the speaker. 

(Ceiling: 20 Marks) 

II. Answer the following questions in a paragraph each: (5 marks each) 

13. “To a Reason” addresses someone who can create a new world order. Comment. 

14. Explain the use of ‘home’ as a symbol in the story ‘Half a Day.’ 

15. Explain the significance of the title ‘Trifles.’ 

16. Describe Lacy’s first day at the office. 

17. Is “The Sleeping Fool” a feminist poem? 

18. How is the narrator in “Memoirs of a Madman” going to write a book? 

19. What is the purpose of Dalit literature, according to Limbale? 

(Ceiling: 30 Marks) 

III. Answer any one of the two essays in an essay of 200 words: 

20. Analyse how Holmes reached the conclusion that Amberley was the murderer. 

21. Comment on Louis Macneice’s perspectives on posterity. 

(1 × 10 = 10 Marks) 
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